11/09/2017: What Do We Do with Our Tweets from Conferences

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
We are happy to be hosting the chat tonight and welcome @fismat, who came up with the topic and
questions for tonight! https://t.co/eJyidhEqwz

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: We are happy to be hosting the chat tonight and welcome @fismat, who came up
with the topic and questions for tonight!…

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr9 hours ago
Evening, #meded, from autumnal Saint Louis, Missouri https://t.co/rPBUJx6KY4

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
The topic & questions will be announced in a moment…for now, please introduce yourselves #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
Welcome @mahoneyr https://t.co/7mgnNXXNC2

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat9 hours ago
Great to be here tonight! #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
Hey everyone! Marty from MCW @MedicalCollege in Milwaukee #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
Gary is on from chilly Omaha https://t.co/fcrPNBaZpo

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
Kristina here from Boston! Love #MedEd and #Some. Currently
at @HarvardMedEd and @harvardmacy. Just got back from #AAMC17 - what a great conference!

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat9 hours ago
Shall we start with topic 1? #meded

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr9 hours ago
And good evening guest host @fismat #MedEd https://t.co/rPBUJx6KY4

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat9 hours ago
T1: Following up from last week, how do you use #SoMe during professional meetings (e.g. live
tweeting, networking)? #meded

Heather Paladine @paladineh9 hours ago
Hello from NYC! #MedEd https://t.co/dUJNJ3MEj6

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
Welcome @mmteachdoc & @kristinadzara https://t.co/WRdwbERbgz

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Welcome @mmteachdoc & @kristinadzara https://t.co/WRdwbERbgz

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
Welcome @paladineh #meded https://t.co/zFLx1UFoyD

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Welcome to the Medical Education chat (US) I am your moderator for the next
hour, @Alliance4ClinEd with guest host @fismat #…

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @fismat: T1: Following up from last week, how do you use #SoMe during professional meetings
(e.g. live tweeting, networking)? #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
T1 #meded I tweet like a maniac at the meetings. It's how I take notes. https://t.co/cHoTjHWE3K

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @fismat: T1: Following up from last week, how do you use #SoMe during professional meetings
(e.g. live tweeting, networking)? #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
If you are tuning in to the #meded chat, remember to use the #meded hashtag and try to answer with the
Topic numbers (T1, T2, T3) #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: If you are tuning in to the #meded chat, remember to use the #meded hashtag and try
to answer with the Topic numbers (T1, T2…

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex9 hours ago
T1 I live tweet take aways from sessions. I always appreciate a good conference feed when I can't attend,
so I try to return the favor. #MedEd

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr9 hours ago
If you do not use the #meded hashtag, you will possibly be summarily ignored. Which would be a shame,
really. https://t.co/7jM1sKJQUn

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: If you are tuning in to the #meded chat, remember to use the #meded hashtag and try
to answer with the Topic numbers (T1, T2…

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T1 #meded I tweet like a maniac at the meetings. It's how I take
notes. https://t.co/cHoTjHWE3K

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T1 I live tweet take aways from sessions. I always appreciate a good conference feed
when I can't attend, so I try to retur…

Jaime D. Lewis @jaimedlewismd9 hours ago
#MedEd #SurgEd https://t.co/GwPMDmsc1E

Michael Sinha MD JD @drsinhaesq9 hours ago
#MedEd 100% agree. I share relevant content and RT content that I wasn't fast enough to share or content
from other concurrent sessions. It becomes a log for me to refer back to later. https://t.co/ul27fF8uMu

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy9 hours ago
T1 I️ take photos of presentations and tweet key points and links to resources #meded

Vinny Arora MD @futuredocs9 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T1 #meded I tweet like a maniac at the meetings. It's how I take
notes. https://t.co/cHoTjHWE3K

Heather Paladine @paladineh9 hours ago
A1: Very timely since I’m going to the #FMEC_2017 conference tomorrow! Usually live tweet sessions
but I like it when a conversation starts. I 1st started tweeting at
conferences! #MedEd https://t.co/V4HMfDLGrd

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
T1 #meded That's so true. You can also see what's impacting others during the
conference. https://t.co/PfVMk6eA9b

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: T1 I️ take photos of presentations and tweet key points and links to resources #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
RT @DrSinhaEsq: #MedEd 100% agree. I share relevant content and RT content that I wasn't fast
enough to share or content from other concurr…

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: T1 I️ take photos of presentations and tweet key points and links to resources #meded

Heather Paladine @paladineh9 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Exactly! #MedEd https://t.co/X8WW9fQnMd

Michael Sinha MD JD @drsinhaesq9 hours ago
#MedEd Larry Legend is in the hizzouse! https://t.co/uxbKM8ihdu

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
@hur2buzy Smart - pictures can connect us so much to content now and for the future #MedEd

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy9 hours ago
T1 #Meded I️ also follow the conference hashtag when I️ can’t attend https://t.co/mq3WiVqbpP

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @DrSinhaEsq: #MedEd 100% agree. I share relevant content and RT content that I wasn't fast
enough to share or content from other concurr…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
T1 #meded I have "attended" conferences that way...like @theCGEA last spring! https://t.co/7tOrPxjpzZ

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @paladineh: @GLBDallaghan Exactly! #MedEd https://t.co/X8WW9fQnMd

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T1 #meded That's so true. You can also see what's impacting others during the
conference. https://t.co/PfVMk6eA9b

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @paladineh: A1: Very timely since I’m going to the #FMEC_2017 conference tomorrow! Usually
live tweet sessions but I like it when a conv…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Agreed - too much to remember & I’m not a great auditory learner. Helps me
retain. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: @GLBDallaghan Agreed - too much to remember & I’m not a great auditory
learner. Helps me retain. #meded

Michael Sinha MD JD @drsinhaesq9 hours ago
#MedEd Also great for networking. See #AAMC17 #TweetUp https://t.co/tl61XeCKgS

Majka Woods @knitwitphd9 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T1 #meded That's so true. You can also see what's impacting others during the
conference. https://t.co/PfVMk6eA9b

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
T1 #meded Do you feel it may distract you from learning by doing
this? @GLBDallaghan https://t.co/ver3WGcS1v

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat9 hours ago
T1a: If you do broadcast meetings via #SoMe, why? Online notes? Informing colleagues at home?
Networking? #meded

Not Geoff Norman @notgeoffnorman9 hours ago
Implementing competency-based #MedEd Everything is fine

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
T1 #meded I don't think so any more than when I take hand written notes. https://t.co/fm7Kqr7hd4

How do you learn? @briansmcgowan9 hours ago
T1: 40,000 tweets since 09 and a book deal.... Validating the benefits of #socialQI and the opportunity
of #meded ;-)

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara9 hours ago
T1: Love to tweet at conferences! Connect with old and new twitter followers. Share info from sessions.
Engage as part of conference! #MedEd @MedEdChat@GLBDallaghan

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
T1 #meded Big shout out to @kristinadzara for helping organize that so
skillfully! #AAMC17 #TweetUP https://t.co/bzFOJCT3xz

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
T1 #meded Big shout out to @kristinadzara for helping organize that so
skillfully! #AAMC17 #TweetUP https://t.co/WXCe3tYTpK

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @fismat: T1a: If you do broadcast meetings via #SoMe, why? Online notes? Informing colleagues at
home? Networking? #meded

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat9 hours ago
Sorry for the “T1a” business—too many nuances on this broad topic that I want to cover

#meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @fismat: T1a: If you do broadcast meetings via #SoMe, why? Online notes? Informing colleagues at
home? Networking? #meded

Majka Woods @knitwitphd9 hours ago
@MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan T1 #meded it helps me synthesize and try to find the salient points and
not just let my mind wander alongside the presentation.

Marjorie Stiegler,MD @drmstiegler9 hours ago
See @sachinkheterpal - tweet and they will come. #hcldr #hcsm #meded #PSQI https://t.co/lUaajfhDbn

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
T1a #meded Both. It's easy to carry on note taking and networking. https://t.co/sxqAgZoX2D

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @fismat: Sorry for the “T1a” business—too many nuances on this broad topic that I want to
cover

#meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
@MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan This is why it’s great when others are tweeting too. Someone will tweet
any key points I miss while typing. #meded community!

How do you learn? @briansmcgowan9 hours ago
Seriously why NOT archive AND share with one action.... If we all did this = #socialQI! #meded

Heather Paladine @paladineh9 hours ago
A1: Conference tweeting promotes focus by having to distill a talk into its key points. Not sure about 280
characters though. #MedEd https://t.co/WQy7ywFHuA

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat9 hours ago
T1: I usually find that I am the sole "live tweeter" in my institution. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
T1 #meded ...and @hur2buzy inevitably captures a great photo to help as well! https://t.co/fvHZ9GI6bU

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @knitwitphd: @MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan T1 #meded it helps me synthesize and try to find the
salient points and not just let my mind wande…

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane9 hours ago
T1: when the plenary is boring, twitter keeps me focused. When it's great, I find twitter to be a
distraction. #meded

Tom Varghese Jr. MD @tomvarghesejr9 hours ago
RT @DrSinhaEsq: #MedEd 100% agree. I share relevant content and RT content that I wasn't fast
enough to share or content from other concurr…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
RT @knitwitphd: @MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan T1 #meded it helps me synthesize and try to find the
salient points and not just let my mind wande…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @knitwitphd: @MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan T1 #meded it helps me synthesize and try to find the
salient points and not just let my mind wande…

Joannie Yeh MD @betamomma9 hours ago
T1: It takes a village to #livetweet a conference. #teamwork #medes https://t.co/JdxxX3ykZl

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: T1: when the plenary is boring, twitter keeps me focused. When it's great, I find
twitter to be a distraction. #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: T1: when the plenary is boring, twitter keeps me focused. When it's great, I find
twitter to be a distraction. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
T1 #meded In what way? Do you feel you are losing the main points? https://t.co/dJHrc5r9kJ

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex8 hours ago
T1a I take notes for notes (in @Evernote) so I can search them later. I live tweet to amplify the work of
the presenters for the benefit of the field. Knowledge for evenyone! #MedEd https://t.co/76k63PNNpu

How do you learn? @briansmcgowan8 hours ago
Back channel had reinvented many #meded meetings.... So many still missing
out. #WeLearnMore #socialQI

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
RT @BetaMomma: T1: It takes a village to #livetweet a
conference. #teamwork #medes https://t.co/JdxxX3ykZl

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T1a I take notes for notes (in @Evernote) so I can search them later. I live tweet to
amplify the work of the presenters fo…

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
@myheroistrane T1: I often find that there are many tweets on.plwnary sessions—probably not much
value add with that. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
T1a #meded We could get you to be a marketing guru for presenters! https://t.co/E2axSBjvEf

Mike McInnis, MD @drmcinnisdit8 hours ago
@myheroistrane 100% agree #meded

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr8 hours ago
@myheroistrane It is definitely a skill to reduce the concepts in a lecture to one or more 140 character
tweets. Even more of a skill to use 140 characters when you have liberty to use more. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @BetaMomma: T1: It takes a village to #livetweet a
conference. #teamwork #medes https://t.co/JdxxX3ykZl

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex @evernote T1a: Are you able to share your Evernote notes? #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
T1 #meded So true. If only a few attendees are active then many excellent sessions may not get
coverage. https://t.co/NQucf00lEz

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
T1b: Has the value of #SoMe during professional meetings changed over the last few years? If so, how
has it changed? #meded

Mike McInnis, MD @drmcinnisdit8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Live tweeters are "reporters". Reporters have to pay attention. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @mahoneyr: @myheroistrane It is definitely a skill to reduce the concepts in a lecture to one or more
140 character tweets. Even more o…

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
I have also found that great plenary=slow tweet stream; boring or average plenary=robust and interesting
tweet stream. This was borne out at the recent #aamc17meeting; tweet stream was slowest during the
great doc stories on last day. #meded

How do you learn? @briansmcgowan8 hours ago
@fismat @myheroistrane But your perspective for in the room is skewed.... Imagine being a follower of
any one tweeter. #meded have to love the term 'viral' for that very reason!

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 #meded So true. If only a few attendees are active then many excellent
sessions may not get coverage. https://t.co/…

Joannie Yeh MD @betamomma8 hours ago
Doh, #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
T1a #meded Great analogy! https://t.co/D7dehLDrfV

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
@DrMcInnisDIT @MedEdChat #meded Makes me happy that I have a Bachelors in journalism!

Mike McInnis, MD @drmcinnisdit8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat T1 #meded Agreed. It's fun to follow the back channel conversation and
see what others glean. Conversation > presentation

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: I have also found that great plenary=slow tweet stream; boring or average
plenary=robust and interesting tweet stream. T…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: I have also found that great plenary=slow tweet stream; boring or average
plenary=robust and interesting tweet stream. T…

Teresa Chan @tchanmd8 hours ago
Nerds being nerds! :) https://t.co/jumUXCjDr8

John F. Pohl @jfpohl8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: Part of the #meded #SoMe issue here is the lack of research in this area. Few
articles: https://t.co/coiigvWltx

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
T2 on the way… #meded

Not Geoff Norman @notgeoffnorman8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan Back in '87 we proved that learners spent most of their
dedicated #meded time searching for something to distract them from learning. (Norman et al., 1987)

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T1 #meded That's so true. You can also see what's impacting others during the
conference. https://t.co/PfVMk6eA9b

Saadia Hameed @saadia_hameed8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T1a #meded Great analogy! https://t.co/D7dehLDrfV

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Tough to multitask, esp when I am following a great talk. When the talk isn't great,
engaging my mind elsewhere (e.g, #SoMe) keeps me focused on the topic, if not the talk. #meded

John F. Pohl @jfpohl8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Sorry. Here is link. T1 #meded https://t.co/7ed29iRLV7

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: @MedEdChat Tough to multitask, esp when I am following a great talk. When the
talk isn't great, engaging my mind elsewhe…

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
@Jfpohl @MedEdChat T1: What sort of research are you looking for? #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
#meded T1 All the more reason we should start doing more research
regarding #SoMe @kristinadzara https://t.co/fMRrVSOc1j

Eve Purdy @purdy_eve8 hours ago
RT @mahoneyr: @myheroistrane It is definitely a skill to reduce the concepts in a lecture to one or more
140 character tweets. Even more o…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @Jfpohl: @MedEdChat T1: Part of the #meded #SoMe issue here is the lack of research in this area.
Few articles: https://t.co/coiigvWltx

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @DrMcInnisDIT: @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat T1 #meded Agreed. It's fun to follow the back
channel conversation and see what others glean. Co…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @DrMcInnisDIT: @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat T1 #meded Agreed. It's fun to follow the back
channel conversation and see what others glean. Co…

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
T2: Do you follow #SoMe for meetings you are attending? Do you follow #SoMe for meetings you are
not attending? Why/why not? #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: #meded T1 All the more reason we should start doing more research
regarding #SoMe @kristinadzara https://t.co/fMRrVSOc1j

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: #meded T1 All the more reason we should start doing more research
regarding #SoMe @kristinadzara https://t.co/fMRrVSOc1j

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@BrianSMcGowan @fismat I like to respond to what others tweet during the talks; creates back channel
discussions (kind of like this one) #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: @BrianSMcGowan @fismat I like to respond to what others tweet during the talks;
creates back channel discussions (kind o…

Elissa Hall @erhall18 hours ago
RT @laurenlicatino: Thought provoking podcast about connecting #meded back to the patient. "The
Patient" by @Med_Utopia via #spreaker https…

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: #meded T1 All the more reason we should start doing more research
regarding #SoMe @kristinadzara https://t.co/fMRrVSOc1j

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @fismat: T2: Do you follow #SoMe for meetings you are attending? Do you follow #SoMe for
meetings you are not attending? Why/why not? #m…

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @Jfpohl: @MedEdChat T1: Part of the #meded #SoMe issue here is the lack of research in this area.
Few articles: https://t.co/coiigvWltx

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex T1: Have you shared with colleagues? Do they know to ask? #meded

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr8 hours ago
T2 You have to follow the #SoMe at the meetings you attend. Otherwise the kids in the back of the class
are talking and you don't get to hear what they're saying.#meded https://t.co/E5zmIsvSAU

Heather Paladine @paladineh8 hours ago
RT @Jfpohl: @MedEdChat Sorry. Here is link. T1 #meded https://t.co/7ed29iRLV7

Michael Sinha MD JD @drsinhaesq8 hours ago
@myheroistrane #MedEd #AAMC17 Not sure I agree, saw great content shared during @donberwick &
physicians as patients sessions.

Joannie Yeh MD @betamomma8 hours ago
T1a: #livetweeting what I hear helps me be a more effective learner by engaging with the
content. #meded 1/ https://t.co/x4db81Qdbm

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
At the AAMC I️ started taking a few photos at the start of a plenary to use with tweets of key
points #meded https://t.co/MIzf4o9eDF

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
I have done both. It depends on how closely you are following if you are not attending to ensure you get
it right. T2 #meded https://t.co/vmiMLYAyS7

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @mahoneyr: T2 You have to follow the #SoMe at the meetings you attend. Otherwise the kids in the
back of the class are talking and you…

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @fismat: @AJKleinhex T1: Have you shared with colleagues? Do they know to ask? #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: I have done both. It depends on how closely you are following if you are not
attending to ensure you get it right. T2…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @BetaMomma: T1a: #livetweeting what I hear helps me be a more effective learner by engaging
with the content. #meded 1/ https://t.co/x4d…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @BetaMomma: T1a: #livetweeting what I hear helps me be a more effective learner by engaging
with the content. #meded 1/ https://t.co/x4d…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @fismat: T2: Do you follow #SoMe for meetings you are attending? Do you follow #SoMe for
meetings you are not attending? Why/why not? #m…

Michael Sinha MD JD @drsinhaesq8 hours ago
@myheroistrane #MedEd Almost *more* imperative to share those moments than the so-so talks...

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: @BrianSMcGowan @fismat I like to respond to what others tweet during the talks;
creates back channel discussions (kind o…

Michael Sinha MD JD @drsinhaesq8 hours ago
RT @BetaMomma: T1a: #livetweeting what I hear helps me be a more effective learner by engaging
with the content. #meded 1/ https://t.co/x4d…

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
T2 my wife @crhurtubise preps for conferences by finding handles and hashtags ahead of time #meded

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex8 hours ago
@fismat My #MedEd colleagues at @AUG_EII are fully aware that I take notes on everything, at all
times.

Joannie Yeh MD @betamomma8 hours ago
Also serves as a public dump of what I've learned, easy to search with my handle & hashtag of the
meeting, to reference later. #meded 2/

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
T2- I float in and out of meetings I’m not attending if people I follow are attending & get me excited
about a topic. #meded

S. Scott-Vernaglia @scottvernaglia8 hours ago
RT @DrMcInnisDIT: @MedEdChat Live tweeters are "reporters". Reporters have to pay
attention. #meded

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@DrSinhaEsq Agreed, just harder to pull myself away! #meded

Daniel Cabrera
@cabreraerdr8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: #meded https://t.co/hPnOQ2Ff2z

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
T2 #meded Interesting concept. Can you explain this more? https://t.co/wJgwsEedV7

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T2 #meded Interesting concept. Can you explain this more? https://t.co/wJgwsEedV7

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr8 hours ago
@hur2buzy @crhurtubise This is essential. Although sometimes the hashtags get changed because they
are co-opted by another meeting at the same time that impossibly has the same acronym. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T2- I float in and out of meetings I’m not attending if people I follow are attending
& get me excited about a topic. #me…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T2- I float in and out of meetings I’m not attending if people I follow are attending
& get me excited about a topic. #me…

Dink Jardine, MD @dinkjardine8 hours ago
A2: def for the former. And try desperately for the later. Sadly my community doesn’t seem as twitter
active. Always love highlights. https://t.co/o5pAFhbHue

Joannie Yeh MD @betamomma8 hours ago
I've always planned to go back and compile a "best of" tweet collection from each conference, but you
know what happens... life, limited time, & shiny new things to tweet about

#Meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @BetaMomma: Also serves as a public dump of what I've learned, easy to search with my handle &
hashtag of the meeting, to reference late…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
Application >>>> memorization. #meded https://t.co/VO9qKsMzFI

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: T2 my wife @crhurtubise preps for conferences by finding handles and hashtags ahead
of time #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @mahoneyr: @hur2buzy @crhurtubise This is essential. Although sometimes the hashtags get
changed because they are co-opted by another me…

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
@BetaMomma Is your twitter stream really that searchable, or useful to others (preview of later
topics)? #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @mahoneyr: @hur2buzy @crhurtubise This is essential. Although sometimes the hashtags get
changed because they are co-opted by another me…

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@hur2buzy @crhurtubise So smart. I need to be more #meded #SoMe proactive!

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T2 #meded Interesting concept. Can you explain this more? https://t.co/wJgwsEedV7

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
T2: I follow conferences I am at and conferences I can't attend! Beauty of #SoMe. I have not yet
attended #ICRE17 but I have certainly followed along and
learned! @drjfrank @sherbino #MedEd https://t.co/4carMuiAGo

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
#meded That topic will be coming shortly! https://t.co/l8ewgf8dYl

Karen Price @brookmanknight8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: T2: I follow conferences I am at and conferences I can't attend! Beauty of #SoMe. I
have not yet attended #ICRE17 but I…

Michael Sinha MD JD @drsinhaesq8 hours ago
#Twitter280Characters! I prefer to use no more than 180. Who wants to read that much only to realize
I've wasted their time! #MedEd https://t.co/SEQm5JZNJt

Dink Jardine, MD @dinkjardine8 hours ago
A2: def for the former. And try desperately for the later. Sadly my community doesn’t seem as twitter
active. #Meded https://t.co/o5pAFhbHue

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: T2: I follow conferences I am at and conferences I can't attend! Beauty of #SoMe. I
have not yet attended #ICRE17 but I…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: T2: I follow conferences I am at and conferences I can't attend! Beauty of #SoMe. I
have not yet attended #ICRE17 but I…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: T2: I follow conferences I am at and conferences I can't attend! Beauty of #SoMe. I
have not yet attended #ICRE17 but I…

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex8 hours ago
T2 I almost always want to attend more than one session at a time, so I follow the hashtag to try and get
the highlights from the sessions I can't attend in person. #meded

Dr. Ron George
@ron_george8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: #MedEd research collaborations have to be fun. - @lgruppen So true! (And is why I
love working with @DrTashaWyatt) #AAMC17…

John F. Pohl @jfpohl8 hours ago
@mahoneyr @MedEdChat @hur2buzy @crhurtubise I oversee #SoMe for a medical society. You gotta
have a consistent meeting hashtag that is well advertised. #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @DrSinhaEsq: #Twitter280Characters! I prefer to use no more than 180. Who wants to read that
much only to realize I've wasted their time…

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
If u use your "likes" judiciously, then you are compiling the 'best of' collection as you go along. I find that
the way I like things is very different on Twitter (collation of content) than Facebook (relational
liking) #meded https://t.co/9hPZfkoDoK

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
@mahoneyr @crhurtubise I️ try to get in early to claim a hashtag #MedEd #TGME18

Dink Jardine, MD @dinkjardine8 hours ago
@hur2buzy @crhurtubise Always look for hashtags - often they aren’t published at all or not ahead of
time. Maybe I just don’t look in the right places? #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
#meded Even with the increase I plan to keep these chat questions at 140 characters...keeps it focused and
on task https://t.co/OTV58lFxXd

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr8 hours ago
@dinkjardine Following #SoMe for meetings you aren't attending is like eavesdropping on gossip about
people you've never met. #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: @mahoneyr @crhurtubise I️ try to get in early to claim a hashtag #MedEd #TGME18

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @Jfpohl: @mahoneyr @MedEdChat @hur2buzy @crhurtubise I oversee #SoMe for a medical
society. You gotta have a consistent meeting hashtag…

Janelle Bludorn @janellerblu8 hours ago
T1: Many of my students follow me so I #livetweet conferences to role model engagement with evidence
based medicine, etc. #MedEd @MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T2 I almost always want to attend more than one session at a time, so I follow the
hashtag to try and get the highlights fr…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T2 I almost always want to attend more than one session at a time, so I follow the
hashtag to try and get the highlights fr…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @Jfpohl: @mahoneyr @MedEdChat @hur2buzy @crhurtubise I oversee #SoMe for a medical
society. You gotta have a consistent meeting hashtag…

Joannie Yeh MD @betamomma8 hours ago
@fismat To me. E.g. With the past gun tragedy, I searched gun & my handle to quickly find prior tweets
(bc this has happened before) to RT. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: @mahoneyr @crhurtubise I️ try to get in early to claim a hashtag #MedEd #TGME18

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
@BetaMomma That is the issue, isn't it… #meded

Michael Sinha MD JD @drsinhaesq8 hours ago
#MedEd Brevity was always a benefit & a necessity with #140CharacterClub @Twitter, now chances are
you'll miss something while typing your @Twitter dissertation during a good talk! Like I'm missing
something now!

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
RT @JanelleRBlu: T1: Many of my students follow me so I #livetweet conferences to role model
engagement with evidence based medicine, etc.…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @mahoneyr: @dinkjardine Following #SoMe for meetings you aren't attending is like eavesdropping
on gossip about people you've never met.…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @mahoneyr: @dinkjardine Following #SoMe for meetings you aren't attending is like eavesdropping
on gossip about people you've never met.…

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
@BetaMomma Hopefully Twitter will not go away, taking your notes with it. #meded

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
T3 coming up… #meded

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
Yes, but fun! Especially funny when friends message me to go out, and I have to tell them I'm 1000 miles
away #meded https://t.co/SrQJ8kBcSK

Irsk Anderson @ijanders18 hours ago
@kristinadzara @drjfrank @sherbino Irsk Anderson here. Agree! I followed @AAIMOnline 2017
meeting and learned so much. Was sad wasn't there:( #meded T2

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
Well, again the hour is flying by...One more topic to come shortly #meded

Dink Jardine, MD @dinkjardine8 hours ago
@mahoneyr
maybe. But in today’s “do more with less” culture (at least my
conferences. So it’s the best I can get. #meded

), can’t attend all

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Well, again the hour is flying by...One more topic to come shortly #meded

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr8 hours ago
@myheroistrane Well, there is definitely that. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
Or ask where you are at the meeting and you get to tell them you're 1000 miles
away #meded https://t.co/T9bbviOcbX

Janelle Bludorn @janellerblu8 hours ago
But it also does prove that conference #FOMO is real. #MedEd @MedEdChat https://t.co/bWhDwvRvdT

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @ijanders1: @kristinadzara @drjfrank @sherbino Irsk Anderson here. Agree! I
followed @AAIMOnline 2017 meeting and learned so much. Wa…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @ijanders1: @kristinadzara @drjfrank @sherbino Irsk Anderson here. Agree! I
followed @AAIMOnline 2017 meeting and learned so much. Wa…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: Or ask where you are at the meeting and you get to tell them you're 1000 miles
away #meded https://t.co/T9bbviOcbX

Mohammad F. Shaikh @shaikh_mf8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T1 #meded I tweet like a maniac at the meetings. It's how I take
notes. https://t.co/cHoTjHWE3K

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr8 hours ago
@dinkjardine Definitely helpful - particularly when combined with other sources (news media, journal
abstracts, etc.) #meded

Michael Sinha MD JD @drsinhaesq8 hours ago
@myheroistrane Yep, been there! #MedEd

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
T3: What do you do with the #SoMe postings you have made for meetings? Do you compile/summarize
them? If so, why? #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @fismat: T3: What do you do with the #SoMe postings you have made for meetings? Do you
compile/summarize them? If so, why? #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @fismat: T3: What do you do with the #SoMe postings you have made for meetings? Do you
compile/summarize them? If so, why? #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @ijanders1: @kristinadzara @drjfrank @sherbino Irsk Anderson here. Agree! I
followed @AAIMOnline 2017 meeting and learned so much. Wa…

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
My first night at the new character limit, and I feel myself getting verbose. So much for my tool to teach
faculty concise writing skills! #meded

Joannie Yeh MD @betamomma8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd T1: this has lessened FOMO (fear of missing out) anxiety. I don't have to feel like I
am missing anything, can always check colleague's tweets on a topic I didn't get to attend. #meded

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr8 hours ago
@JanelleRBlu @MedEdChat Conference #FOMO is real - although it's as much about the stuff that
happens between the lectures (which is 50% of why we go to conferences) #meded

Dink Jardine, MD @dinkjardine8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @MedEdChat @drjfrank @sherbino T2: It also helps me prioritize my future conf
attendance. Relevant talks tweeted by folks I follow = my area of interest #Meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @fismat: T3: What do you do with the #SoMe postings you have made for meetings? Do you
compile/summarize them? If so, why? #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
T3 #meded I compile them. I started this last year to give a summary to my boss so he could see what
was going on at the conference https://t.co/nowlFHteST

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Well, again the hour is flying by...One more topic to come shortly #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T3 #meded I compile them. I started this last year to give a summary to my boss so
he could see what was going on at the…

Hugo carmona @hcarmonamd8 hours ago
RT @WrayCharles: Would be fantastic to hear from you all during the next #JHMChat (Monday, 11/27
at 9PM EST) on the existential question of…

J Mark Walton @jmarkwalt8 hours ago
@McMasterU https://t.co/eStjnEyoM8

Irsk Anderson @ijanders18 hours ago
Would love ideas on this. Painful to scroll back...T3 #meded https://t.co/VSrmfhjGwb

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
@fismat T3 #meded I generate a transcript from this chat each week, which is a virtual conference.

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: @fismat T3 #meded I generate a transcript from this chat each week, which is a
virtual conference.

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: @fismat T3 #meded I generate a transcript from this chat each week, which is a
virtual conference.

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex8 hours ago
T3 I let my tweets just be tweets. My notes are for future reference. But I do use conference feeds to
identify new colleagues to follow. #MedEd

CourtneyTomblinsonMD @cmtomblinson8 hours ago
Try @Storify to create a digital storyboard of meeting/discussion highlights by
hashtag #MedEd https://t.co/ssNAOFaFhj

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
I just peruse my likes from time to time. Many gems and papers in there, which I occasionally use in
teaching or giving talks. #meded https://t.co/2DCJDXCTef

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T3 I let my tweets just be tweets. My notes are for future reference. But I do use
conference feeds to identify new colleag…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T3 I let my tweets just be tweets. My notes are for future reference. But I do use
conference feeds to identify new colleag…

Dink Jardine, MD @dinkjardine8 hours ago
T3: I have made Moments to share. And esp for things I tweeted I’ve referred later when home to look up
original work, etc. #meded https://t.co/yX3Rh6Txjt

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
@mahoneyr @JanelleRBlu @MedEdChat Introductions and networking are much easier with folks you
follow #Meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @dinkjardine: T3: I have made Moments to share. And esp for things I tweeted I’ve referred later
when home to look up original work, e…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @dinkjardine: T3: I have made Moments to share. And esp for things I tweeted I’ve referred later
when home to look up original work, e…

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: It is posted to Facebook, right? Unfortunately, not a FB user. #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
T3- does anyone like a specific app or tool to compile the tweets? #meded

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
T3a: If you *do* compile #SoMe postings from professional meetings, what tools do you use? #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
T3 #meded They will be. Since @RyanMadanickMD passed the torch to @alliance4clined to host I need
to get access to the FB page to post them https://t.co/TXLJgKaq4A

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @fismat: T3a: If you *do* compile #SoMe postings from professional meetings, what tools do you
use? #meded

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
T3 tagging folks who can’t attend a Session or meeting keeps them engaged as well! #Meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @fismat: T3a: If you *do* compile #SoMe postings from professional meetings, what tools do you
use? #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: T3 tagging folks who can’t attend a Session or meeting keeps them engaged as
well! #Meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: T3 tagging folks who can’t attend a Session or meeting keeps them engaged as
well! #Meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T3 #meded They will be. Since @RyanMadanickMD passed the torch
to @alliance4clined to host I need to get access to the FB pa…

Dink Jardine, MD @dinkjardine8 hours ago
RT @DrSinhaEsq: #MedEd 100% agree. I share relevant content and RT content that I wasn't fast
enough to share or content from other concurr…

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex @Jfpohl @MedEdChat @hur2buzy @crhurtubise I remember when the Society of
Hospital Medicine and the HistoryMakers (youth religious) conference both (inadvertently?) shared
the #HM13 hashtag at the same time. Hilarity ensured. #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
Deja vu. https://t.co/sYwcr7wZMH

Daryl Goldman @daryl_goldman8 hours ago
RT @OchsnerEdu: Counting down to #UQ #Ochsner Clinical School Culmination Ceremony on Nov
18! #UME #MedEd https://t.co/hsq769p9U4

Nicholas Kman @drnickkman8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T3- does anyone like a specific app or tool to compile the tweets? #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
Smart. And others can see your reflection as well https://t.co/46Jx7Kwvo8

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
T3a #meded I use Symplur for conferences to compile all of the Tweets. For my summary, I go back
through what I tweeted on my feed. Helps to see others' comments as well https://t.co/JOryx8UHwY

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
#meded https://t.co/XqySf5cvpp

Irsk Anderson @ijanders18 hours ago
RT @mahoneyr: @AJKleinhex @Jfpohl @MedEdChat @hur2buzy @crhurtubise I remember when the
Society of Hospital Medicine and the HistoryMakers…

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @RyanMadanickMD @Alliance4ClinEd Hey @RyanMadanickMD , come back from
time to time, K? #meded

Cayla Teal @tealmeded8 hours ago
@fismat At big conferences, I can use twitter for the sessions I can’t attend. I don’t feel like I lose as
much when I have to choose between sessions. #MedEd

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
T3a: So far so I have seen @evernote, @Medium, @Storify, and Moments. Any others? #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: @MedEdChat @RyanMadanickMD @Alliance4ClinEd Hey @RyanMadanickMD
, come back from time to time, K? #meded

Nicholas Kman @drnickkman8 hours ago
I️ also used to use @Storify but couldn’t find it in the App Store last time I️
looked. https://t.co/NksNSCicxC

Michael Sinha MD JD @drsinhaesq8 hours ago
Both. Example: I was at #NextStepsinHealthReform but cross-tweeted content from #DrugLaw17. No
way to attend both at once, might as well engage virtually! https://t.co/wVvbWMyL5e

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @DrNickKman: I️ also used to use @Storify but couldn’t find it in the App Store last time I️
looked. https://t.co/NksNSCicxC

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @DrNickKman: I️ also used to use @Storify but couldn’t find it in the App Store last time I️
looked. https://t.co/NksNSCicxC

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @DrNickKman: I️ also used to use @Storify but couldn’t find it in the App Store last time I️
looked. https://t.co/NksNSCicxC

Joannie Yeh MD @betamomma8 hours ago
T3: Being able to search for past tweets comes in handy when I remember the point or quote and want to
figure out who it was attributed to. Important to give credit where it's
due! #meded https://t.co/AUfpKNd0le

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @fismat: T3a: So far so I have seen @evernote, @Medium, @Storify, and Moments. Any
others? #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @BetaMomma: T3: Being able to search for past tweets comes in handy when I remember the point
or quote and want to figure out who it was…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @BetaMomma: T3: Being able to search for past tweets comes in handy when I remember the point
or quote and want to figure out who it was…

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@hur2buzy Yes! Tag those with shared interest who are not at the conference. Extend the
conversation! #MedEd @GLBDallaghan @hur2buzy @DrSinhaEsq

Irsk Anderson @ijanders18 hours ago
@BetaMomma Always! T3 #meded

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr8 hours ago
@hur2buzy @JanelleRBlu @MedEdChat Twitter is still (curiously) unique enough that it can be
something you have "in common". Wouldn't be the same to walk up to someone and say, "Hey, you and I
both have cell phones!" #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @hur2buzy Yes! Tag those with shared interest who are not at the conference.
Extend the conversation! #MedEd @GLBDallagh…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @hur2buzy Yes! Tag those with shared interest who are not at the conference.
Extend the conversation! #MedEd @GLBDallagh…

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
T3b: If you compile #SoMe from profession meetings, do you use your own posts, or take advantage of
others? Why/why not? #meded

Joannie Yeh MD @betamomma8 hours ago
@fismat @MedEdChat @evernote @Medium @Storify Plain ol iPhone notes for now. My plan is a blog
post compiling best tweeted lessons from each conference. So far just a plan.... #meded #SoMe

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @fismat: T3b: If you compile #SoMe from profession meetings, do you use your own posts, or take
advantage of others? Why/why not? #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @fismat: T3b: If you compile #SoMe from profession meetings, do you use your own posts, or take
advantage of others? Why/why not? #meded

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
There is one thing for sure: with Twitter, I no longer fall asleep at plenaries. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: There is one thing for sure: with Twitter, I no longer fall asleep at
plenaries. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
@myheroistrane #meded You're the damn Energizer bunny....I hardly think you'd fall asleep!

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: #meded https://t.co/XqySf5cvpp

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @dinkjardine: @kristinadzara @MedEdChat @drjfrank @sherbino T2: It also helps me prioritize my
future conf attendance. Relevant talks t…

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
I sure could have used Twitter in medical school! #meded https://t.co/coNG6APNRP

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr8 hours ago
@hur2buzy @AJKleinhex @Jfpohl @MedEdChat @crhurtubise Hint - If you're looking - you have to go
back to 2013. Everything since then is ... well, harder to explain. #MedEd

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
It’s like - hey, you’re the only other man not wearing a suit jacket here. #meded https://t.co/nZBeXJtVYr

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
T3b #meded I primarily use mine, but seeing other comments helps jog my memory...particularly after a
long conference like #AAMC17 or @COMSEPediatricshttps://t.co/ILIeJ4xy5y

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T3b #meded I primarily use mine, but seeing other comments helps jog my
memory...particularly after a long conference lik…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
T3 #meded Excellent idea https://t.co/L0ZA5KpWIs

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Oh, if only you knew... #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@dinkjardine @MedEdChat @drjfrank @sherbino Smart. One way to figure out
what #MedEd conferences to go to = quality of tweets produced by conference attendees?

Michael Sinha MD JD @drsinhaesq8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: There is one thing for sure: with Twitter, I no longer fall asleep at
plenaries. #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
#meded And how do you determine what a "quality" tweet is? https://t.co/GZ5LZQC0gT

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: #meded And how do you determine what a "quality" tweet
is? https://t.co/GZ5LZQC0gT

John F. Pohl @jfpohl8 hours ago
@mahoneyr @hur2buzy @AJKleinhex @MedEdChat @crhurtubise Oh my. Yes, this hashtag will be a
time sink for me tonight. Hysterical. #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
It’s like they say about pornography...I know it when I see it. #meded https://t.co/Yj9WJTAyZ9

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
I find that to be more a reflection of the savviness of the attendees, but not nevessarily the quality of the
conference... #meded https://t.co/Wpyf4jxIoY

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: It’s like they say about pornography...I know it when I see
it. #meded https://t.co/Yj9WJTAyZ9

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: It’s like they say about pornography...I know it when I see
it. #meded https://t.co/Yj9WJTAyZ9

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
Well, we have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Well, we have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give
some final thoughts #meded

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@MedEdChat A new research study coming to Measurement in the Health Professions soon? #meded

Dink Jardine, MD @dinkjardine8 hours ago
#meded - tells the gist or provokes a “huh” (not
or
but
with 280) characters. And has a picture. https://t.co/fqYXH5fLUv

) moment in 140 (not experienced

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
#meded Sounds like something #SDRME could tackle https://t.co/PQ67nWe5WH

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
Or professionalism. #meded https://t.co/wGd8LZeOSC

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @dinkjardine: #meded - tells the gist or provokes a “huh” (not
(not experienced with 280) characters. A…

or

but

) moment in 140

or

but

) moment in 140

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @dinkjardine: #meded - tells the gist or provokes a “huh” (not
(not experienced with 280) characters. A…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
As we wrap up the hour, I want to thank @fismat for providing such an excellent topic for the
night! #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@myheroistrane Yes - that would have been more appropriate. #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: As we wrap up the hour, I want to thank @fismat for providing such an excellent
topic for the night! #meded

Joannie Yeh MD @betamomma8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Brief statement that might change or confirm how I practice or behave +/data/percentages to back that up. #livetweeting #meded

Fraz Ahmed Ismat @fismat8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Thank you, and thanks to all the participants! It was a great hour, and I learned a great
deal. I hope the same it true for all of you. And for those joining late, just read the archive! #meded

Saadia Hameed @saadia_hameed8 hours ago
RT @JProfetto: Medical learners “50% of what you are taught now, in 5 years will be wrong”. Digest
that one. #MedEd #myFMF

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan8 hours ago
RT @BetaMomma: @MedEdChat Brief statement that might change or confirm how I practice or behave
+/- data/percentages to back that up. #live…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @BetaMomma: @MedEdChat Brief statement that might change or confirm how I practice or behave
+/- data/percentages to back that up. #live…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @BetaMomma: @MedEdChat Brief statement that might change or confirm how I practice or behave
+/- data/percentages to back that up. #live…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @fismat: @MedEdChat Thank you, and thanks to all the participants! It was a great hour, and I
learned a great deal. I hope the same it t…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @fismat: @MedEdChat Thank you, and thanks to all the participants! It was a great hour, and I
learned a great deal. I hope the same it t…

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or email #meded

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex8 hours ago
I think it's valuable to the field to amplify the work of our colleagues, but Twitter is a fleeting and
imperfect medium to communicate complex science or document content for future reference. #MedEd

Michael Sinha MD JD @drsinhaesq8 hours ago
@AJKleinhex @kristinadzara @hur2buzy @GLBDallaghan Sorry, I stopped reading this at 140
characters. #MedEd

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: I think it's valuable to the field to amplify the work of our colleagues, but Twitter is a
fleeting and imperfect medium to…

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: I think it's valuable to the field to amplify the work of our colleagues, but Twitter is a
fleeting and imperfect medium to…

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr8 hours ago
#clashtags #MedEd https://t.co/dEd81VickN

Jason Silverman @drjsilverman8 hours ago
@Jfpohl @MedEdChat @mahoneyr @hur2buzy @crhurtubise Very important: not only for internal
consistency and tagging posts, but also to explicitly encourage attendees to tweet and get
involved! #MedEd

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @fismat Thanks, @MedEdChat and @fismat for a great #meded chat!

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
Great to #MedEd chat tonight!

rob rogers @em_educator7 hours ago
@MedEdChat One that adds value. #meded

Dink Jardine, MD @dinkjardine7 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: There is one thing for sure: with Twitter, I no longer fall asleep at
plenaries.

#meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD @kristinadzara7 hours ago
RT @fismat: T2: Do you follow #SoMe for meetings you are attending? Do you follow #SoMe for
meetings you are not attending? Why/why not? #m…

